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AN APPRAISAL OF THE STATE BANKOF TNDIA

S. Blsal iah and M. Shane’~

1. THE PROBLEM

With the inauguration of a planned economy in India in

been a great deal of thought about what direction the financ

951, there has

al institutions

should take to meet the requirements of a developing economy. This change in

framework calls for significant changes in the structure, organization,

priorities, policies, and operating concepts of financial institutions.

National

tutional

of India

zaticm of commercial banks, a major component of the ndian insti-

credit system, has been one of the methods pursued by the Government

to effect these changes. It was in this context that the Imperial

State Bank ofBank of India was nationalized on July 1, 1955 and renamed the

India. Subsequently, the State Bank of India took within its fold banks

which were associated with the former princely states.

While recommending the creation of the State Bank of India through the

natignaiization of the Imperiai Bank of India and amalgamation of the State-

associated Banks, the Committee of Direction of the All India Rural Credit

Survey (AiRCS) of 1954 set the following policy goals for the State Ilank [34]:

(1) to create a widespread branch bank[ng system over the entire
country;

‘*The authors are Research Assistant and Assistant Professor respectively,
Department of Agricultural and Appiied Economics, University of Minnesota.
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(2) to stimulate and support the development of cooperative institu-
tions; and

(3) to follows lending policy which, while not deviating from the
canons of sound business, will be in consonance with national
policies as expressed through the Central Government and the
Reserve Bank of India.

The State Bank of India has completed nearly seventeen years of its opera-

tion. This is a sufficient period to evaluate its intervening performance.

Although difficulties associated with evaluating the performance of financial

institutions are widely appreciated [14, 16, 28, 29, 30, 35, 36, 38], perform-

ance appraisal results are essential for any economic enterprise. This

appraisal could be used to measure the present efficiency of its performance,

indicate the necessity for further improvements, and provide an index of its

future potential, The objective of this paper is to evaluate the performance

of the State Bank of India:

(1) in mobilizing deposits, and suppiy of loanabie funds;

(2) in extending banking facilities in gencrai and to semi-urban and
rurai areas in particular;

(3) in supporting the deveiopmentof cooperative institutions;

(4) in distributing credit in accordance with the following national
policy goals (a) assisting smali industry; (b) assisting agri-
cultural development; (c) aiding export industries; and (d)
aiding smali business; and

(5) finally, by its operating efficiency.

These objectives, in a specific way, interpret the poiicy recommendations of

the AIRCS Committee.

In some sense, this appraisal of the State Bank will provide a measure

of the success of nationalizing a bank. Thus, comparisons between the per-

formance of the State Bank and the private banking sector will be made



1/
whenever data avai labi I i ty permit s.-

11. TtiE STATE BANK, ITS RELATIVE SIZE AND CREDIT OPERATIONS

dne way to assess the importance of the State Bank is to compare the numbe

of bank offices, total deposits and total advances against the entire commercia

banking system. Table 1 summarizes these comparisons as of June 1971.2’

As is indicated, the State Bank is the sing

mercial banking system comprising

deposits and advances of the tota

larger than average ioan-to-depos

although deposits per bank office

office is the same as the system.

somewhat

system

t ratio

are sma

e largest bank in the Indian com-

ess than one third of the offices,

In addition, it has a slightly

which accounts for the fact that

ler than average, ioans per bank

Although the relative size of the State Bank in 197i is a measure of

its current importance, the trend from 1955 to 1971 will provide an inclina-

tion of whetiler its reiative importance has changed since nationalization.

!!Data for this study were obtained from the following published records:
(1) Records and Statistics, Quarterly Bulletin of the Eastern Economist,

New Deihi.
(2) Reserve Bank of India Bulletin (RBIB), a monthly bui letin of the

Reset-ve Bank of India, Bombay.
(3) State Bank of India 140nth Iy Review (SBIPiR), a monthly review of

the State Bank of India, Bombay.
(1I) Report of the Central Board of Directorsp annual report published

by the State Bank of India.

Z’Untii Juiy ?, 1969, all commercial banks except the State Bank were
operated by the private sector. With the nationalization of fourteen major
commercial banks on that data, the private banking system became insignifi-
cant. However, since the identity of each of the nationalized banks is
maintained the performance of the State Bank will be compared with the rest
of the banking system even after 1969.
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Table 1: Number of Offices, Total Deposits and Total Loans of All
Commercial Banks and State Bank of India as of June 1971*
(Amounts in Crores of Rupees**)

Al I
Commercial State Bank (2)/(1) x 100

Banks of India

(1) (21 (31

Number of Offices 11,892 3,538 29.8

Total Deposits 6,190 1,711 27.6

Total Loans 4,776 I,432 30.0

Deposits per Office .52 .48 -.

Loans per Office .40 .40 --

*Source: See footnote #1.

*>*One Crores of Rupees equals $10 million.
,,.

Table 2 presents a comparison of bank offices, deposits, loans and loan-to-

deposit ratios over that period. We will view each of these trends individually.

The trends in total deposits leads to the following conclusions:

(1) Although the State Bank increased its relative size in terms
total deposits from 23.2 percent to 27.3 percent in 196s, th
trend did not continue from 196s to 1971;

(2) Further, Of the total increase in deposits, the State Bank
accounted for Z9.2 percent between 1955-65. 28.8 Dercent betk

of
s

.een
1966-71 and 28.4 percent between 195S-~1.-”Thus tie State Bank
did not significantly alter its relative importance as a deposit
mobilizer over the period studied.

Based on its ability as a deposit mobilizer, the change in the structure

of the State Bank did not alter Its performance. However, it must be realized

that the State Bank, as an instrument of national policy, was called upon to

open new branches in rural and semi-rural communities where relative deposit
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mobilization may not have been substantial but where long range benefits to

the rural community might be considerable.1’ ,

A. Innovations in Deposit Mobilization

Innovations

[40]. it is the

ponent of financ

of financial services is an important dimension of performance

process of institutional innovation which is a critical com-

al market development [8, 9]. A bank, as a multi-product

service firm, has to innovate techniques to sell its services to new groups

of depositors. Innovations in deposit mobilization are particularly im-

portant in India for two reasons. in India the ratio of bank deposits to

national income

Switzerland, 70

with other deve’

was about 15 percent in 1965 compared to 92 percent in

percent in Japan, and 49 percent in U.S.A. Even compared

oping economies, Indiats level was particularly low. Thus

bank deposits as percentage of national income was 22 in Thailand and 19 in

Ceylon and U.A.R. [10]. This is suggestive of the possibilities for the

4/
increased monetarization of the indian economy.- In addition, although

iligher interest rates can help induce deposit generation, it has been the

experience of India that high interest rates alone will not generate a sub-

5/stantial increase in deposits.-.

Thus the success of deposit mobilization depends

the effort invoIved in changing basic attitudes. The

3/–This will be discussed more fully in section V

~/Although without further analysis it is imposs
supply or demand conditions are responsible for this,
suggestive of a potential supply probiem.

to a large degree on

requirements of a new

1.

ble to determine whether
the very low level is

Z’This points to a problem between the type of avai iable financial assets,
in this case deposits, and the type of assets in which the indians show a

willingness to hold their wealth. See [5].
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class of rural depositors who were previously totally unfamiliar with banking

requires major modifications in procedures and service.

tried to meet this need by introducing new techniques of

tion such as the Special Credit Transfer System, the Sav’

paign, the Annuity Deposits Special Facilities Scheme anc

The State Bank has

deposit mobi liza-

ngs Promotion Cam-

the Gift Scheme.

Although these developments indicate a concern with the issue, success in

this area is still not demonstrated.

B. Trends in Loan Behavior

Bank lending policy is a key determinant of the flow of credit to specific

sectors of the economy. Thus the trends in the proportion of loans made by

the State Bank is one important measure of national credit policy. Several

trends are evident in loan behavior (Table 2):

(1) Total loans of all commercial banks increased 959 percent over
the period, from Rs 438 Crores in 1955 to Rs 4776 Crores in 1971.
At the same time, the amount accounted for by the State Bank
increased from 23.3 to 30.0 percent. Thus the State Bank im-
proved its overall loan performance over the period.

(2) This trend is even more clearly recorded in the percent of the
increase of loans made over the period. The State Bank advanced
28.6 percent of the increase in loans between 1955-65 and 33 per-
cent between 1966-71.

However, although the overall loan performance is significant, it is through

the composition of loans that the impact is felt. For example, between 1968

and 1969, the proportion of loans made to small business, industries and agri-

culture rose from 9.3 percent to 16.5 percent. Although this is far from

indicative of a substantial commitment to ‘Ismalllt economic units since small

units account for more than 16.5 percent of the GNP of India, the trend if it

continues would certainly indicate a major shift in lending policy.
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c. Trends in Loan-to-deposit Ratios

The loan-to-deposit ratio is the single most important measure of banking

performance. The evidence from Table 2 is very encouraging. From 1955 to

196s, the loan-deposit ratio increased in the system from almost 55 to almost

73 percent. During this period there was no significant difference the State

Bank and Other Bank category. However, between 1966 and 1971, the ratio for

the State Bank continued to increase--to 83 percent by 1971--while the Other

Bank category showed no acceptable trend. Thus

deposits between 1966-1971, the State Bank util

the Other Bank group utilized only 79 percent.

Both the marginal and average loan-deposit

of the total increases in

zed 96 percent for loans whine

ratios were exceedingly high

over this period. For instance, the loan-to-deposit for all United States

commercial banks in January 1972 was only 63.7 percent. And that rate itself

was histor-icaily hig,l due to the unusual tight credit market conditions in

the preceding several years. Thus based on the loan-to-deposit behavior of

the Indian commercial banking system , one must conclude that the creation of

the State Bank of India made a major change in portfolio composition of all

banks in favor of loans and that the State Bank of India carried this process

further in the period 1966-71 than did the other commercial banks.

ill. BRANCI{ EXPANSION PROGRAM

One of the policy goals set for the State Bank of India was, to quote

the AIRCS Committee Report, to ‘Ipursue a large and expeditious program of

branch extension to and beyond the district headquartersit [34]. The purpose

of this policy was to increase the monetarization of the economy and attempt

to institutionalize the saving and investment process,
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relat

nvolved n economic development is an increasing complexi ty in econom c

ens. Ti-I s complexity makes it more difficult to transfer the command

of saving groups to investors who wish to utilize the re-over resources

sources [8]. Thus institutionalization of saving and investment is one of

the necessary conditions of economic development. In this context, the

branch expansion program can aid in the mobilization of saving out of the

incremental Incomes generated by economic growth. Without the alternative

of financial markets rural savings are used for the accumulation of precious

metals and jewelry, hoarded or spent on additional consumption items. Each

of these uses prevents resources from being transferred. Thus by providing

a financial asset as an alternative to non-transferable uses, some savings

mobilization is accomplished [11], Although savings is usuaily thought of

as a function of income, the lack or undeveloped state of financial institu-

tions can inhibit whatever potential savings exist [31.

In situations where effective financial markets are not operating,

the ability to mobilize capitaI is a scarce resource. Llnorganized creditors

can therefore obtain large economic rents which are reflected in high interest

rates. This has the net effect of inhibiting investment and thus reducing

the rate of economic growth. Thus in terms of both the saving and investment

process the expansion of existing institutional financial markets can have a

marked effect on development.

With this background in mind, let us view the evidence of the branch ex-

pansion program of the State Bank of India as presented in Table 2. The number

of branch offices of all the commercial banks increased approximately four

times from 1955 to 1971, from 2,807 in 19SS to s,904 in 1965, and 11,892 in

1971. Of the total number of branch offices, the proportion of the State
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Bank increased from 17 percent in 1955 to 32.8 percent in 1965, and then

declined to 29.8 percent by 1971. Of the total increase in offices between

1955-65, 47 percent was accounted for by the State Bank whereas between

1966 and 1971 it was only 26 percent. The decline in the proportion of State

Bank offices was particularly evident since 1965, when the Government of

India and the Reserve Bank ussued a directive for a

vigorous branch expansion program.

However, the significance of the branch expans

1 banks to undertake a

on program is not on y

measured by the magnitude of new offices, but also by the rural-urban loca-

tion of those offices. Examining this performance reveals the following:

(1) Between 1955-1968, 40.5 percent of the offices opened by the
State Bank were located in population centers below 10,000
which is double the percent of other commercial banks.

(2) From 1955-1965, the State Bank opened three off ices i n semi-urban
and rural areas for every two offices in urban areas, whereas
other banks opened only one office in four in the same rela-
tive areas.

(3) The proportion of offices in ci ties with population of less than
50,000 increased for the State Bank from 60 to 72 percent from 1955
to”1965 while that

(4) From 1955 through
State Bank were in
10,000 and 100,000

It is evident that the !

of other banks declined from 44 to 39 percent.

970, 62 percent of the branches opened by the
semi-urban areas with population between

tate Bank has devoted more resources to provid-

ing some form of banking in the semi-urban and rural areas than other com-

mercial banks. However, even with this branch expansion, only ]8 percent of

the offices of commercial banks were situated in population centers below

10,QOO in 1970. According to a recent study, a number of districts which

were relatively developed agriculturally (in 1966) were not served by adequate
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banking facilities [19]. Thus in terms of availability of credit in the

rural areas of India, there is still need for further improvements.

Iv. ASSiSTIIiG COOPERATIVES

One of the rationales for establishing State Bank offices in rural areas

is to stimulate the development of other financial institutions, particularly

cooperatives. This was the

Basically cooperatives have

second policy goal set for the State Bank in 1955.

been encouraged by providing liberal finance to

them. The credit line to cooperative institutions increased by seventeen

times from 1955 to 1970, a growth rate exceeding that to any other sector

(Table 3). Thus whereas the credit line was Rs 15 Crores in 1955, it was

Rs 56 Crores in Ij65 and Rs 266 Crores in 1970. The annual growth rate of

credit to cooperatives increased from 5.1 in 1958-65 to 34.4 in 1966-70.

Thus in this objective, the State Bank certainiy succeeded in the goal set

for it. However, it is difficult to comprehend why cooperatives warranted

such a substantial increase in credit especially in light of the remaining

distribution of credit.

Table 3: Trends in the State Bank of India
Finance to Cooperative institutions, 1958-
1370. (Year End Figures. Amount in
Crores of Rupees).~

Year ~redlt Line

I 958 15

1967 94
1968 114
1969 168
1970 266

6** 72
25I

*Source: See footnote #1.
>~~change between years indicated.

v. DiSTRIBUTION OF CREDIT

In terms of implement-

ing policy the distribution

of credit between various

sectors becomes one measure

of the loan priorities of

the State Bank. $everai

characterizations of the

credit distribution will be
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investigated in 1 ine with the stated credit objectives.

Table 4: Rural-Urban Distribution of Credit of Indian Commercial Banks
in 1965.*

Percentage Percentage Loan
Centers df deposits of loans deposit ratio

Large cities
(population-

over 1,000,000)” 47.9

Other cities
(population-
100,000 to 1,000,000) 26.6

Large towns
(population-
Jo,ooo ~o lo~,ooo)” 7.2

Small centers
(population-
below 50,000) 18.3

62.9 9i.3

21.3 55.8

5.5

10.3

53.2

33.2

*Source: See [20].

Table 4 presents the distribution of credit between rural and urban

centers in 1965.

deposits, but on

the other hand, ‘

Small centers contributed over 18 percent of the total

y received a little over 10 percent of total loans. On

arge cities contributed about 40 percent of the total de-

posits, but received about 63 percent of the total loans. Cities with

population over 100,000 received about 84 percent of the total loans,

whereas the entire remaining portion of India received only 16 percemt of

the total loans.

The loan-deposit ratio was 39 percent in small centers, whereas in large

cities it was over 91 percent. In certain metropolitan cities, the loan-deposit
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ratio actually exceeded 100 percent. For example, in Madras, it was 141 per-

cent, in Ahmedabad it was 118 percent, and in Calcutta it was 107 percent.

Although there was a great disparity in the rural-urban distribution of

credit a similar disparity appears in the sectoral distribution of credit.

It is to this question that we now turn. Table 5 presents a breakdown of

credit to the following sectors: industry, commerce, finance consumi>tion,

agriculture and others. We can make the following observation on this.

Over a period of seventeen years, the percentage of commercial bank credit

to industry neariy doubied, from 34 to 67.s percent. There was a sub-

stantial decline to all other sectors except for agriculture which was rela-

tively constant around 2 percent (except for 1961). However, this is sur-

prisingly low considering the relative importance of agriculture in the

economy.

Table 5: Sectoral Distribution of Commercial Bank Credit, 1951-1968.A

March Mar cl} April ,Ma rch March
Sector 1951 1956 1961 I966 i368**

Industry 34.0 37.1 50.8 62.7 67.5

Commerce 36.0 36.5 28.6 21.4 19.2

Finance 12.7 9.3 5.1 3*3 2.7

Consumption 6.8 6.6 6.7 4.6 3.7

Agriculture 2.1 2.0 3.1 2.4 2.2

Other 8.4 8.4 5.6 5.6 4.7

To ta 1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

>ks~urce: Reserve Bank of India Bulletin, Vol. XXV, Number 5, Nay 1970.
~$>*Proviaional
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Thus , there was a massive diversion of rural resources to urban areas.

Further, the disparity in the distribution of credit between agriculture

6/
and industry was widening.- It is this disparity which led the govern-

ment to create the National Credit Council in order to redirect the allocation

of bank cred!t. The following are important dimensions of the new credit

pol icy:

(1) Allocation of credit in accordance with the plan priorities.
Apart from fixing the aggregate of bank credit at the desited
Ievei, such selective approach can ensure its proper distribu-
tion according to the requirements of plan targets [13, 21, 25,

331. in this context, small scale industries, agriculture
and export have been designated as priority sectors for which
the i{atlonal Credit Council lays down credit targets.

(2) Shift of banking from ‘big’ customer to the ‘smalll customer
is another dimension of new credit policy. It is a socio-
economic objective of the government to reduce! the income
disparity by assisting the lower economic groups in bettering
their conditions. in this regard it was felt that the banking
system should play a key role by providing the: finance for
increased productivity of these groups.

it follows from the new credit poIicy discussed above that there

is need for significant changes in the lending concepts,, policies and prac-

tices of banks. For example, securi ty, although significant as a measure

of repayment abiiity, should not be the only criterion for advancing loans.

The need for credit itself should be considered. Thus, a shift of emphasis

is taking piace from security to productivity. To insure that there is no

~/This disparity in distribution of credit by commercial banking system
between agriculture and industry was not only due to the attitude of the
banking system towards agriculture; it was equally due to the official

policy of the Government of India and the Reserve Bank in not encouraging
the branching of commercial banks ir~to the area of agricultural credit
with the apprehension that this would discourage the growth of the coopera-
tive agricultural credit system.
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increase in risk to the banking system from this change in emphasis, a govern-

ment-backed institution was set up for each of the major loan priority cate-

gories, the Credit Guarantee Scheme for small industry finance, the Agri-

cultural Refinance Corporation for the agricultural sector, the Export Credit

Guarantee scheme for export finance , and the Credit Guarantee Scheme for

financing transport operators, traders in fertilizer and other goods, and pro-

fessional and self-empioyed persons. Let us evaluate howweli the State

has performed in implementing this new credit pol

each of these sectors.

A. Financing smail scale industries.

bank

cy in regard to financ ng

Small scale industrial sector plays a significant role in the Indian

economy. According to the Annual Survey of Industries (i963), small units

accounted for 91.5 percent of the total number, 34.8 percent of the employment

and Z8.9 percent of the gross output of the registered factory sector [22].

Development of smali industry sector needs to be encouraged for the following

reasons:

(1) In the context of capital scarcity including t:he foreign e:xchange
component and enterpreneurial resources, it would be a prudent
strategy of economic growth to encourage small industrial units.

(2) With the onset of the ‘Green Revolution’, scope for the develop-
ment of small industries seems to have been enchanced since there
is a new impetus to demand for manufactured farm inputs as well as
consumer goods [25].

(3) Since small industries
such as food products,
of fibers, development
of the common man.

produce mainly the basic necessity of life
grain milling, and ginning and processing
of these industries woulci add to the welfare



Table 6: State Bank of India Credit to Priority Sectors in its Total
Advances, 1956-70;~

(Year end figures. Amount in crores of Rupees)

~mal I scale
industries Agriculture Export sector ‘lSmall businessit;~~’

To ta 1 Number Number Number Number

Advan- of units Credit of Credit of Credit of Credi t

Year ces finances limits accounts limits. accounts limits accounts limits

1956 N.A 25 O*I1 --*>k* -- .- -- --

.

.

.

1465 575 10,307 60 -- -- -- -- --
● (10.4)
●

●

lj68 916 19,941 137 85 N.A. N.A --
(15.0) ‘“A (9.3)

1969 1,057 31,493 245 120,548 241 846 li2
(23.2) (22.8)

18,166
(10.6)

1970 1,361 51,296 330 283.503 311 1,337 167 43.206
(24.2) - (22.9) - (12.3) -

--

.-

--

(!?8)

34
(2.5)

~CSource: See footnote #l. The numbers in parenthesis are percentages to
total advances.

~+~lncludes retail trade, professionals and self-employed persons~ and other

small businesses.

j+~~~!~one or innegl ig!ble amount.
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Thus, deve’ opment of small industries may be supported both on economic

and equity grounds. Many times a lack of acceptable security seems to prevent

small industries from gaining access to commercial bank credit. This needs

to be kept in view while evaluating the role of State Bank in financing

small industries.

The percent of loans to small industries increased from 10.4 in 196s to

24.2 in 1970 (Table 6), The number of units assisted increased to 10,307 in

1s65 from 25 in 1956, and there was nearly a five-fold increase from 1965-

1970.

Further, of total loans made to small industries by all the scheduled

commercial banks, the State Bank increased its share from 29.7 percent in ]965

to 41.5 percent in 1971 and of the increase in total loans between 1965-1971,

the percentage of the State Bank was 43.6 implying a higher rate of growth

in credit advanced. Thus , the State Bank improved its performance with re-

spect to small industries both on absolute and relative amounts, Let US eX-

plore the lending “strategies” underlying this change in policy.

The Bank will provide loans to small scale industrialists based on pro-

ductive capacity even if they do not maintain the usual debt--equity ratio or

have normally acceptable security, provided the productive capacity of the

borrower is acceptable. With the aim of nurturing entrepreneurial talent,

the Bank has embarked on a new scheme which seeks to assist technically

competent persons without adequate resources of their own, to set up new in-

dustries in the priority fields [37].

In addition to providing financial he

units complementary ways such as getting 1

and guiding them to other specialized inst

p, the Bank assists small industrial

cences for importing raw materials

tutions such as State Financial
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Corporations, National Small Industrial Corporation, and Small Industries

Corporation in various states.

2. Financing Agriculture

As stated already, the Nationa Credit Council has declared agriculture

as one of the priority sectors under the new credit policy. Until recently

the roie of commercial banks in agricultural finance was confined to the in-

direct role of assisting cooperatives [24]. With the onset of the ‘Green

Revolution’ mult iagency approach to farm finance has become imminent. As

a resuit, the State Uank along with other scheduled commercial banks, has

started providing direct credit to agriculturalists in addition to provid-

ing financial support to cooperatives.

“Direct loans made to farmers to help

their farming into one of higher technolog

new experience of banks (in India)” [23].

to iiave made a good start in this regard.

in transforming the pattern of

cal content would highly be a

However, the State Bank seems

There are two interesting observa-

tions to draw from Table 6 concerning State i3ank financing agriculture:

(1) Of the total ioans made by the State Bank, the percentage to agriculture

increased from 9.3 in 1968 to 22.9 in 1970. (2) The number of agricultural

accounts increased more than a two-fold within a year.

It is too early to be conclusive on the Guccess of the State Bank’s

agricultural program. However, there are some important dimensions in evo-

lution. Credit is provided by the State. Bank for the manufacture, distribu-

tion and purchase of farm inputs. Credit to private distr

zers, and credit to purchase of agricultural implements on

are the two major components of this input credi t program.

butors of fertili-

installment basis

Credit is also
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provided for some specific regional agriouiturai development schemes such as

Vara nasi-Etah Scheme invoiving intensive ground water and iand development,

and the Terai Region Scheme Invoiving the development of hybrid seed farms.

The “Vii iage Adoption

farm finance [42]. in the

reach aii the economically

Scheme” is another facet of regionai approach to

adopted vii iages, intensive efforts are made to

viabie farmers, irrespective of the size of their

farm hoidings. Untii March i970, k2i vii iages were “adopted” by the State

8ank.

In view of credit probiems facing smaii farmers [i, i8] as weii as the

poiicy of the government to support this section of farm community the State

Bank has started financing their needs. One of the distinctive features of the

credit program to smaii farmers is ‘group borrowings’ i.e., whiie ioans are

granted to individual farmers, these ioans are secured by

ail the farmers in the group.

The State Bank’s Farm Graduate Scheme is designed to

the guarantee of

extend finance to

farm graduates who have worthwhile farm development projects but unabie to

undertake them due to iack of resources. Tile motivation for this credit pro-

gram is to assist the emergence of new ciass of agricultural entrepreneurs

in rurai areas.

3. Financing Export Sector

The State Bank of India credit to export sector is another specific credit

program under new credit poiicy. As shown in Table 7, the percentage of credit

to export sector in totai ioans increased from iO.6 in 1969 to IZ.3 in 1970.
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4. Financing Small Business

Once economic development gathers momentum , economic activities of small

institutions such as those of printing presses, catering establishments,

retail trade, transport services, and of professional person~@l ~ik@ doctors~

archi tects would become in demand. Further, financially weaker sectors will

have to be drawn to the development stream

Development of small

the attainment of th

grams is gaining mom{

percentage of credit

1970, and the number

business through spec’

s end. This explains

ntum during recent Yei

by spreading entrepreneurship.

fic credit program could facilitate

why credit to srnail business pro-

rs. As revealed in Table 6, the

to smali business’ increased from 1.8 in 1969 to 2.5 in

of accounts under this head more than doubled within

a year implying the increased access of smali business figures to bank credit.

It is ciear from the discussion preceeded that even though credit to

priority sectors is rather a recent program, the performance of the State

Bank in this front is encouraging. Of the tots’

State Bank, tile percentage to priority sectors

to 61.9 in 1970.

VI* OPERATING RESULTS

credit advanced by the

ncreased from 58.4 in i969

We have evaluated the performance of the State Bank in mobilizing de-

posits, supplying ioanable funds, extending branch offices, supporting co-

operative institutions, and distributing credit in consonance with the national

policy goals. It would be interesting to examine the impact of the State

Bank’s commitment to new goals on profitability of its business, since ti?is

would throw light on the possible confiict between new goals and profitability.
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It is evident from Table 8 that the net profit earned by the State

Bank as a percentage to its total earnings nearly halved within a period

of seven years. In fact, this was a feature of the Indian commercial bank-

ing system. For example, the ratio of profits before tax to total earnings

neariy halved from 23 percent in tS61 to 12 percent in 1968 [i2]. Thus,

continuously declining profit margin in the case of the State Bank is possibly

suggestive of the conflict between new goais and relatively high percentage

of profitability. The State Bank of India may well be advised to operate

with iow profit margin, if the alternative is to abandon the new goais, How-

eve r, a search for specific causal forces giving rise to declining profit margin

would suggest courses of action to be considered for reversing this trend if

possible.

Three important causal forces seem to have accounted for the declining

profit margin.

(1) At the end of i369, 85 percent of the State Bank’s new branches

in rural areas and 80 percent of the branches in semi-urban areas were in-

curring loss [39]. To meet this problem , a program of action that may

be considered is to locate rural branches in centers which i]ave witnessed or

have the potential for increased productive activities. The ‘Lead Bank

Scheme’ introduced recently seems to have this strategy in view.

(2) Rising costs of resources also accounted for diminishing profit-

ability of the State Bank operations. As evidenced in Table 8 the percentage

of totai expenditures to total earnings increased from 98.5 in 1964 to 55.2

in 1970. There is some evidence to suggest that increasing labor cost un-

accompat~ied by increased productivity had contributed much for this behavior

of trends in totai expenditure. For exampie , whi ie the cost per empioyee
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Table 8: Trends in the State Bank of India Net Profit as a Percentage of
its Total Earnings, 1964 -1$169. A (Year end figures. Amount in
Crores of Rupees).

Yea r Total earnings Total expenditures Net profit

Ig64 30.95 28.00 2.95
(90.5) (9*5)

1365 43.99 40.6g 3.30
(92.5) (7.5)

I966 54.67 50.88 3*79
(93.1) (6.9)

1367 65.99 61.56 4*43

(93.3) (6.7)

1968 79.76 74.70 5.06
(93.7) (6.3)

1969 91.40 85.90 5.50
(94.0) (6.0)

1970 112.67 107.27 5*40

(95.2) (4.8)

:tsourc~: See footnote HI.

The numbers in parentheses are percentages to total earnings.

7/increased by 60 percent, profit per employee decreased by 32 percent,-

(3) A considerable increase in the number of small transactions with

the implementation of new credit policy is bound to account for declining

profit margin, As shown in Table 6 between 1569 and 1970, increase in the

amount of crecli t 1 imits sanctioned was about 1-1/4 tir,les in the case of

~’See for details State Bank of India Chairman speech at the annual meet-
ing of shareholders, State Bank of India Monthly Review, Vol. iX, No, 3,
March 1370.
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agricultural finance , whereas the number of accounts to the processed was more

than 2 times. In the case of finance to ll~ma~l business”~ the amount of credit

limits sanctioned was slightly less than 2 times, whereas the number of

accounts to be processed was considerably more

One of the most challenging tasks for the

minimize the declining profit margin without g

of new credit policy. Given the Inevitability

than 2 times.

State Bank at p

ving up the imp

of implementing

poli~y, the Bank has to explore the ways and means of increasing the pro-

esent is to

ementation

the new credit

ductivity of its operations. The concept of productivity in all its com-

prehensive meaning does not seem to have influenced the management of the Bank

[31].&/ The rising proportion of the Bank’s expenditure to its total income

seems to be an account of total absence of any idea of the magnitude of costs

underlying various banking operations and various banking services. Creation

of the Management Division within the Bank to explore the possibilities of

improving the productivity of Bank’s operations is nothing more than a be-

ginning In this direction.

Vii. SUMMARY AFID CONCLUSIONS

in this paper, we have evaluated the performance of the State Bank of

india in relation to other commercial banks over the period 1955-1970 in

regard to how weil they have met the objectives set forth by the AillCS com-

mittee of 1954. The conclusions of the paper are mixed. In terms of deposit

mobilization, it does not appear that the State Bank obtained a substantially

8/Also see “Meeting The Challenge of Growth Through Improved Productivity
in Banking, “ State Bank of India Monthly Review$ Vol. V, No. 11, November 1966.
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larger portion of total deposits over the period. In addition, credit was

extended to industry at the expense of all other sectors but agriculture

which received a constant but small portion of the total credit advanced.

Although this Iatter fact does not in itself imply poor performance, It

certainly must be asked whether it is intelligent development policy to pro-

vide the agricultural sector-- the single most important sector of the Indian

economy--with such a small share of credit. [n addition, although the priority

sectors have received an increased share of credit in the most recent year

of the study, they are still getting far less than their economic importance

implies.

On the positive side, the State Bank significantly outperformed the

other commercial banks in regard to th& ioan-to-deposit ratio especially

in the period i966-

test, it appears as

objectives was a pr
.

97i. In fact, ai though it is a difficult proposition to

though the existence of the State Bank and its changing

me motivating force for the entire Indian Banking System

to raise its loan-deposit ratio. This ratio was exceeding high by western

standards and undoubtedly was an important contributor of indian economic

development.

Lastly, the change in objectives of the State Bank from a purely profit

orientation to an instrument of national policy led directiy to a substantial

reduction in the profit rate. Although this IS not surprising, great effort

should be made to limit the bureaucratization of the State Bank with its

inherent inefficiency.
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